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Abstract
Two-terminal directed acyclic graphs (st-dags) are used to model problems in many areas and,
hence, measures for their topology are needed. Complexity Index (CI ) is one such measure and is
defined as the minimum number of node reductions required to reduce a given st-dag into a sin-
gle-arc graph, when used along with series and parallel reductions. In this research we present a
constraint logic programming algorithm (implemented in ILOG’s OPL––Optimization Programming
Language) for the generation of st-dags with a given CI . To this end the complexity graph with a
maximum matching of CI , the dominator tree, the reverse dominator tree and the st-dag are charac-
terized by a set of constraints. Then a multi-phase algorithm is presented which searches the space
described by the set of constraints. Finally, the computational performance of the algorithm is tested.
© 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Algorithms; Directed acyclic graph; Network generator; Constraint logic programming;
Complexity index
1. Introduction
A directed acyclic graph (dag) with a single source node, i.e. a node with only outgoing
arcs, and a single terminal (or sink) node, i.e. a node with only incoming arcs, is referred to
as an st-dag. Without loss of generality, if a dag has multiple source nodes and/or multiple
terminal nodes, a dummy source and/or dummy terminal node can be created to convert
the dag to an st-dag. Hence, algorithms developed for st-dags can be used for dags.
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Dags in general and st-dags in particular are used to model problems in scheduling of
project activities, machine or processor scheduling problems, network flow problems and
combinatorial optimization problems, among others.
Since topology of these graphs affect the computational effort of the algorithms devel-
oped for these problems, there is a need to measure the graph topology. A widely used
measure is the coefficient of network complexity (CNC, [14]), which is the number of
arcs divided by the number of nodes.
Another measure that has been recently developed and has, since, attracted significant
attention is the one developed by Bein et al. [6]. They introduced a characterization of st-
dags which essentially measures how nearly series–parallel a given network is. What they
call Complexity Index (CI ) is defined as the minimum number of node reductions required
to reduce a given st-dag into a single-arc graph, when used along with series and parallel
reductions. A node reduction contracts a vertex with unit in-degree (out-degree) into its
single incoming (outgoing) neighbor.
To know how far a given graph is from being series–parallel is important because many
problems that are intractable in general can be solved quickly in the special case of a
series–parallel graph (e.g., [4]). Some examples of problems on project networks are the
discrete time–cost tradeoff problem (e.g., [5,7,8] or [3]) and determining the distribution
of the total project time when activity durations are uncertain (e.g., [16]).
An example of NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems that is solvable in poly-
nomial time for series–parallel graphs is the network reliability problem (e.g., [15]).
Dags are also used to model fault propagation between components of a system. One
problem that is of interest is finding the minimum number of alarms to be placed so that
a fault at any single component can be detected. Lakshmanan et al. [13] show that the
problem is NP-hard, and present optimal algorithms for certain special classes of graphs,
one of which is st-dag.
Some interesting production and inventory management problems can also be mod-
eled as multi-commodity flow problems on st-dags, such as multi-division capacity expan-
sion with scale economies and generalized dynamic economic-order-quantity problem with
scale economies (see [20], which gives a polynomial time algorithm when the underlying
dag is strongly series–parallel).
Another example of a model using st-dags is scheduling of tasks in parallel program-
ming. Simpson and Burton [17] solve the problem of scheduling tasks on a multi-processor
computer so that the maximum amount of memory requirement is below a certain limit.
They discuss how the problem can be solved more efficiently if the st-dag is series–parallel.
Kamburowski et al. [11] present a polynomial time algorithm to generate Activity-
on-Arc network with minimum complexity index and minimum number of nodes given
a precedence structure in the form of an Activity-on-Node (AoN) network. They also point
out that the problem becomes much more difficult (possibly NP-hard, but still open) when
the requirement on the number of nodes being minimum is removed.
Finally, Demeulemeester et al. [9] describe an algorithm which uses the CI and the RT
(restrictiveness, [18]) as input to randomly generate AoN project networks. The approach
is based on randomly generating a large number of networks and then choosing subsets of
these network that meet certain network topology and project resource criteria.
In this research, we address the problem of finding an st-dag with given CI and CNC
(along with the number of nodes, n). We develop a constraint logic programming algorithm
using ILOG OPL [19] for generation of these st-dags. Due to the inherent flexibility of
constraint logic programming, one can add additional requirements for the graphs gener-
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ated by simply adding new constraints to the model. For example, in generation of project
networks one might add constraints so that the generated network has a certain number of
start-activities (arcs originating at the source node) and finish-activities (arcs ending at the
sink node).
When test instances are used for analyzing algorithms, it is usually preferred to have a
large sample of st-dags with different characteristics (cp., e.g., [12]). By using the approach
described here, one can generate a large number of instances from wide ranges of CI and
CNC for different numbers of nodes, and then obtain a sample from the instances available
for each CI and CNC pair. An alternative to this approach could be to generate a large
number of graphs with given CNC, calculate the CI of each one and then select from each
pool. There are two drawbacks of such an approach. Firstly, it would require generation of
a very large number of graphs in order to increase the likelihood of obtaining graphs with
many different CI . Secondly, as a consequence of the first drawback, one may not obtain
graphs from the full range of CI values.
The main contribution of this research is the development and analysis of a search algo-
rithm in logic programming. Specifically, a search algorithm in the constraint programming
language of OPL has been developed for the difficult combinatorial problem of generating
st-dags with given CI and CNC values. Due to the existence of several tightly related
graph theoretic constructs (such as st-dags, trees, bipartite graphs, and maximum match-
ing) that characterize the problem, the search is required over a large domain of variables
representing these constructs. It is argued that a careful design of a search strategy is critical
for quickly generating st-dags with the required characteristics. Two such search strat-
egies are developed and tested. The second contribution is providing a flexible tool for
researchers that can be used to generate instances of st-dags with different characteris-
tics. Since, the computational performance of many algorithms that use st-dags depends
on CI and CNC, being able to generate such instances is very useful for testing these
algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, in Section 2, we present a brief
discussion on determining CI for a given st-dag. Then, in Section 3 we present an over-
view of the constraint logic programming approach used in the research. In Section 4,
we give the three categories of constraints used in the model. In Section 5 we discuss
the search procedure used to generate st-dags subject to the constraints specified in the
previous sections. A detailed pseudo-code of the search procedure is provided in the ap-
pendix. In Section 6 we present our results showing the performance of the algorithm in
generating networks of different size and complexity. Finally, in Section 7 we present our
conclusions.
2. The complexity index
Let G(N,A) be a directed acyclic graph (dag), where N = {1, . . . , n} is the set of
nodes and A = {1, . . . , a} is the set of arcs. Since G is directed, each arc is an ordered
pair of nodes (v,w), where v,w ∈ N. A path is an ordered sequence of arcs of the form
(v1, v2), (v2, v3), . . . , (vk−1, vk), and is of length k − 1. A cycle is a path in the graph of
length at least 1 which starts and ends with the same node (see, e.g., [1, pp. 50–52]). By
definition, there are no cycles in G. Node v is a source node if there exists no arc (w, v),
and node v is a sink (terminal) node if there exists no arc (v,w). Finally, an st-dag is a dag
that has a single source node and a single sink node.
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Fig. 1. Sample st-dag.
We assume the nodes in G are numbered in topological order, that is, for all w such
that (v,w) ∈ A we have w > v. Hence the source node is always numbered 1 and the sink
node is always numbered n.
The complexity index is determined in two main steps. Given the st-dag, first the dom-
inator tree, T d, and the reverse dominator tree, T r, are determined. Then, a complexity
graph, G∗(N∗, A∗), is obtained by using the information in G, T d, and T r . Complexity
Index is the size of the maximum matching in G∗.
For an st-dag, node i is a dominator of node j if every path from the source node (node
1) to j contains i. For instance, consider the st-dag in Fig. 1, where there are 10 nodes and
15 arcs (numbers on the arcs are the identifiers of the arcs in A). In this st-dag, nodes 1,
2 and 5 are dominators of node 6. The dominator of node j that is closest to j is called
the immediate dominator of j. Thus, the immediate dominator of node 6 is 5. Similarly,
node j is a reverse dominator of node i if every path from i to n (the sink node) contains j.
For example, nodes 5 and 10 are reverse dominators of 2. The reverse dominator of node i
that is closest to i is called the immediate reverse dominator of i. Thus, 5 is the immediate
reverse dominator of 2.
The dominators of all the nodes can be depicted by a tree whose root node is 1 and
where there is an arc (i, j) if i is the immediate dominator of j. The reverse dominators
can be depicted similarly by a tree, whose root is the sink node, n, and an arc (j, i) exists
if j is the reverse dominator of i (Fig. 2).
For constructing a complexity graph we need to construct the transitive adjacency ma-
trix, say Tr A[i, j ], of the given st-dag, where Tr A[i, j ] = 1 if node j is a successor of
node i. After the transitive adjacency matrix is generated, for each node j and its imme-
diate dominator d, we set Tr A[i, j ] = 0 for all i  d. Similarly, for each node i and its
immediate reverse dominator r, we set Tr A[i, j ] = 0 for all j  r. The complexity graph
of the sample network is given in Fig. 3 (note that isolated vertices are omitted).
The complexity graph of an st-dag is a transitive dag with a node set N∗ that is equal
to N\{1, n}. CI of the st-dag is equal to the size of the maximum matching of the com-
plexity graph, which is equal to the size of maximum matching in the bipartite graph,
C(V,E), obtained from G∗ by a simple transformation [10]. The first step of the transfor-
mation is creating two copies of the vertices in N∗, say Lc = {2′, . . . , (n − 2)′} and Rc =
{3′′, . . . , (n − 1)′′} (letting V = Lc ∪ Rc). Then, for each arc (i, j) ∈ A∗ an arc (i′, j ′′) is
created. Note that, there is no node (n − 1)′ or 2′′ since an arc (i′, j ′′) exits only if i < j.
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Fig. 2. The dominator trees of the sample st-dag.
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Fig. 3. The complexity graph and its bipartite transformation.
One can easily observe that CI equals 3 for the complexity graph given in Fig. 3. Since
the sole purpose of creating the complexity graph is to calculate CI , from now on, by
complexity graph we will be referring to this bipartite graph. In addition, we will, unless it
clarifies the discussion, leave out the “prime” and “double-prime” notation when we refer
to the nodes of the bipartite complexity graph.
3. Overview of the approach
There are three separate, but interrelated tasks that must be accomplished in order to
generate an st-dag with given n, CI and CNC. These are:
1. Generating a complexity graph, C, whose maximum matching has a size of CI .
2. Generating a dominator tree, T d, and a reverse-dominator tree, T r .
3. Generating an st-dag, G, which satisfies the constraints imposed by C, T d, and T r .
In this research, the approach used to generate these graphs so that they are consistent
with each other is constraint logic programming. There are two parts to the formulation
of a constraint logic programming algorithm: constraint set and search procedure. The
constraint set of this problem defines characteristics of and the relationship between the
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Fig. 4. The key variables and constraints of the model.
four graphs, C, T d, T r and G. The search procedure specifies the values assigned and the
order with which these values are assigned to the variables representing these four graphs.
It is important to note that the separate nature of the constraints and the search procedure
allows us to do more specific searches. As suggested earlier, one could require a certain
number of start- and finish-activities in the network generated. More generally one could
specify ranges for the in-degree and out-degree of each node.
The influence diagram in Fig. 4 summarizes the inter-relationship between the key in-
puts and variables of the model. The three inputs to the algorithm, n, CI and CNC, are
given on the left. The required CI and CNC values must both be consistent with the
choice of n. This is depicted with the two-way arrows between these three inputs. CI de-
pends on n because maximum CI for an st-dag with n nodes is equal to min{|Lc|, |Rc|} =
min{(n − 3), (n − 3)} = (n − 3). On the other hand, there is a dependence between n and
CNC. Given n the maximum number of arcs in the graph would be (n − 1)n/2 (corre-
sponding to a complete graph), thus maximum CNC would be (n − 1)/2. Since, we are
dealing with st-dags, the minimum number of arcs would be n − 1 (corresponding to a
simple series graph) and minimum CNC would be (n − 1)/n. On the other hand, if the
st-dag is a complete graph, CI would be equal to n − 3. To see why, first of all note that the
transitive adjacency matrix would be upper triangular. Secondly, the immediate dominator
of every node i, i > 1, would be 1, and for every node i, i < n, immediate reverse domina-
tor would be n. Hence, in the bipartite transformation of the complexity graph, from every
node i in Lc there would be an arc to each of the nodes (i + 1), . . . , (n − 1) in Rc. Thus,
the size of the maximum matching would be (n − 3).
The key entities of the model, namely the graphs, are depicted in ovals, within which
the key variables (vectors and matrices) that are used to define those entities are given. For
the complexity graph, the key variables are AdjC[i, j ] and MatchC[i, j ]. AdjC[i, j ] is the
adjacency matrix and MatchC[i, j ] takes a value of 1 if the arc (i, j) of the complexity
graph is Matched in the maximum matching.
For the dominator tree, it is sufficient to keep track of the immediate dominator of
each node j > 1, using the array ImD[j ]. Similarly, for the reverse dominator tree, ImR[j ]
stores the immediate reverse dominator of node j < n.
Finally, for the st-dag we make use of two matrices. The first one is the adjacency
matrix AdjG[i, j ], which takes value 1 if (i, j) ∈ A and 0 otherwise. The second one is the
transitive adjacency matrix Tr AdjG[i, j ]. By definition, Tr AdjG[i, j ] equals 1 if i precedes
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j (i.e. there exists a path from node i to node j, denoted by i ≺ j ) and 0 otherwise. Note
that due to the node-numbering convention assumed, if i ≺ j then i < j.
The two-way arrows between the variables represent constraint-based dependence be-
tween these variables. The constraints are separated into three groups, denoted by letters
C, D, and N. C-constraints are used to ensure that the complexity graph has the required
maximum matching. D-constraints relate the complexity graph to the dominators trees
and the transitive adjacency matrix of the st-dag. N-constraints relate the st-dag to the
dominator trees, and the adjacency matrix of the st-dag to its transitive adjacency matrix.
Finally the one-way solid-line arrow from CNC to the adjacency matrix of the st-dag
depicts the constraint imposed on the adjacency matrix by the choice of CNC. Although
there are some other constraints and variables used in the model, the ones shown on the
diagram outline the essential characteristics of the model.
The second part of the constraint logic programming approach is the search procedure.
In OPL the basic control structure for performing search is the try statement.
Let us consider the following simple example:
var int x in 0..2;
var int y in 0..5;
solve {
x + y <= 1;
};
search {
try x=2 | x=1 | x=0 endtry;
try y>=2 | y<2 endtry;
};
The part within the solve statement is the set of constraints, and in this example, there
is only one constraint defined over two variables, x and y. The search procedure is defined
within the search statement. OPL provides mainly two types of branching in search: con-
straint- and assignment-based (the term binding is used in OPL). In the above example
the first try statement creates binding branches, whereas the second statement creates
constraint-based branches. The first try statement creates three branches in the search
tree and the second one creates two branches. The search starts with fixing x at 2, then
moves to the next try statement which adds the constraint y  2. Since at this point the
combined constraint set (i.e. the one within the solve statement and the two added by the
search) does not yield a feasible solution, a failure occurs. Then, the search backtracks to
the second alternative by first removing the constraint y  2 and then adding y < 2. Since,
this does not yield a feasible solution either, the search backtracks to the previous try
statement, removing x = 2, adding x = 1, and then moving to the second try statement
once more. Eventually, with the combined constraint set of x + y  1, x = 1, y < 2 the
feasible solution of x = 1, y = 1 would be produced by OPL. If additional solutions are
requested, then it would backtrack and continue the search.
As this simple example depicts, a search procedure in OPL is a sequence of assign-
ments and constraints imposed on variables that leads to a feasible assignment for all the
variables, if one exists. Because there are a large number of variables in our model and
they are tightly inter-related the search strategy to be followed must be chosen carefully.
There are several aspects of the search strategy that should be decided. First of all, the
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order with which the search is done for the complexity graph, dominator trees and the st-
dag. Secondly, and related to the first one, the type of search used in different stages of the
search.
Regarding the first issue, consider the following example. Let us assume the character-
istics of the st-dags to be generated are, n = 6, CNC = 2 ± 0.5 and CI = 2. There are
a total of 1279 st-dags with these characteristics (identified by a version of our algorithm
that does a “complete” search; more on “complete” versus “incomplete” search later). On
the other hand, there are only 22 unique complexity graphs that correspond to these st-
dags. The number of st-dags per complexity graph range from 10 to 146, with a mean
of 58.1. Moreover, since the adjacency matrix of the complexity graph is upper-triangular
with (n − 3) rows and columns, there would be at most (n − 3)(n − 2)/2 arcs, which, for
n = 6, gives a total of 26 = 64 possible bipartite graphs. Using a subset of the constraint
set and the search procedure described in this paper, we can identify 39 complexity graphs
with the required CI = 2 and n = 6. Thus, only 22 out of 39 complexity graphs lead to
an st-dag of the required characteristics. This example clearly demonstrates the drawback
of first identifying (“fixing”) a complexity graph and then searching for an st-dag with
that complexity graph: A generated complexity graph may not lead to an st-dag with the
required characteristics and if there is no such st-dag, the search procedure would search
for one for a long time only to fail and then backtrack. This strategy is depicted as Search
Strategy I in Fig. 5, where dashed arrows represent backtracking (note that there could be
backtracking within each stage as well).
It is important to note that in Search Strategy I there is a need to search for an st-dag
after fixing the complexity graph and the dominator trees (i.e. there is not a unique st-
dag with the same complexity graph and dominator trees). As an example depicting this,
consider the st-dags shown in Fig. 6. All four st-dags have CNC = 2, CI = 2 and they
have the same dominator trees and the same complexity graph. The immediate domina-
tors are ImD[i] = {1, 2, 1, 1, 1} for i = 2, . . . , 6, and the immediate reverse dominators
are ImR[j ] = {6, 6, 6, 5, 6} for j = 1, . . . , 5. The complexity graph has four arcs: (2, 4),
(2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5). St-dag B is obtained from st-dag A by removing arc (2, 4) and adding
arc (2, 5). C is obtained from B by removing (3, 5). D is obtained by adding (2, 5) to A.
Fig. 5. Different types of search strategies.
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Fig. 6. St-dags with identical dominator trees and complexity graph.
A generic alternative strategy, on which our search algorithm is based, is depicted as
Search Strategy II in Fig. 5. In this strategy, constraint-based branching is used to specify
certain characteristics of the key variables (such as out-degree) so that the search proce-
dure does not make infeasible assignments (fixings) early on, that would lead to a lot of
backtracking in the later stages of the search. By generating constraints for related graphs
that are consistent with each other, we reduce the search space and reduce the amount
of backtracking when the search procedure makes assignments to variables. Note that in
Search Strategy II, there is no stage for fixing the complexity graph, since when dominator
trees and the st-dag are fixed, complexity graph is fixed implicitly by the constraint set.
In search strategy II, when the search for the st-dag starts (i.e. “fix the st-dag” stage), it
is possible that the constraints and fixings applied earlier result in only a few or no st-dags
with those characteristics. In such a case it is quite reasonable to fathom that search and
backtrack to the earlier stages and change some of the constraints put on the dominators
trees and the complexity graph. This is achieved by doing “incomplete” search while fixing
the st-dag. In incomplete search, the search is fathomed after a certain number of fails. In
this case, a fail would be an attempt to fix an entry of the adjacency matrix of the st-dag to
either 0 or 1, which results in the violation of at least one constraint in the constraint set.
Although using an incomplete search strategy would mean that it may not be possible
to generate an st-dag with specified n, CI and CNC even if one exists, it significantly
improves the overall performance of the search algorithm by stopping what potentially is
a fruitless search and direct the search to more promising areas in the search space.
In the following section, we present the constraints used in generating the instances.
4. Constraints of the model
As stated earlier, the constraints of the model are grouped under three headings depend-
ing on the purpose they serve.
The notation used in specification of the constraints is as follows: ∧ is used to denote
the “logical and” operator, ∨ is used to denote the “logical or” operator. By convention, a
“true” statement takes the value 1 and a “false” statement takes the value 0. On the other
hand, the following convention was used in the notation for the variables: a descriptive
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short-hand for the characteristic associated with the variable (e.g. Adj for the adjacency
matrix, OutDeg for the out-degree) was followed by the notation used to designate the
graph (e.g. G for the directed acyclic graph being generated and C for the complexity
graph). Thus, for example, AdjG and AdjC designate the adjacency matrices of G and C.
4.1. Characterizing the complexity graph
The purpose of the set of constraints developed for generating the complexity graph is
to generate a dag with a maximum matching of size CI. Recall that, for the corresponding
bipartite graph we use two sets of nodes, Lc = {2, . . . , n − 2} and Rc = {3, . . . , n − 1}
and an adjacency matrix AdjC[i, j ] for i ∈ Lc and j ∈ Rc, defined in Section 3.
A matrix is referred to as sparse if most of its elements are zero. Since the search proce-
dure assigns zeros and ones to the entries of the adjacency matrix, knowing whether most of
its elements are zero or one, i.e. whether the matrix is sparse or not, could be used to make
the decision to first try fixing an entry of the matrix to zero or one. Clearly, backtracking
would be more likely if many entries of a sparse matrix are fixed at 1. As sparsity of
AdjC depends on the required CI, the following approach is used in designating whether
AdjC is sparse or not. Firstly, note that the size of the upper triangle of AdjC, denoted
by AdjSizeC, equals (n − 3)(n − 2)/2. Secondly, the minimum number of edges in C,
|E|min, equals CI, since a bipartite graph with a matching of CI must have at least that
many edges. Thirdly, for a given CI, the maximum number of edges in C, |E|max, equals
(2nCI − 5CI − CI 2)/2. The following lemma and its corollary prove this and Fig. 7
depicts the three alternative constructions of the complexity graph where |E|max = 5 for
n = 6 and CI = 2.
Lemma 1. A bipartite complexity graph with maximum number of arcs and a given mini-
mum node cover is obtained if node j ′ ∈ Lc or j ′′ ∈ Rc is covered such that
2’
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Fig. 7. Complexity graphs with Emax = 5 given n = 6, CI = 2.
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1. arcs exist from j ′ to nodes (j + 1)′′, . . . , (n − 1)′′, or arcs exist from 2′, . . . , (j − 1)′
to node j ′′;
2. every i′ < j ′ is covered, or every k′ > j ′′ is covered.
Proof. Recall that for an st-dag with n nodes the bipartite complexity graph has nodes
Lc = {2′, . . . , (n − 2)′} and Rc = {3′′, . . . , (n − 1)′′} and an arc exists from i′ to j ′′ only
if j ′′ > i′. Thus the maximum number of arcs that can be incident to node i′ (or sym-
metrically to node (n − i + 1)′′) is (n − 1 − i). Clearly, a minimum node cover of 1 with
maximum number of (n − 3) arcs would be obtained if either node 2′ or node (n − 1)′′
is covered. Now, note that if node i′ (i′′) is covered with maximum number of arcs, the
maximum number of new arcs that can be added incident to node j ′′ > i′ (j ′ < i′′) is
reduced by 1. Thus after node 2′ ((n − 1)′′) is covered we could create a maximum of
(n − 4) arcs incident to node 3′ or (n − 1)′′ ((n − 2)′′ or 2′). Clearly, any other covered
node would give a smaller number of incident arcs. These choices are depicted at level
1 and 2 of the tree given in Fig. 8. Let us assume there is a bipartite complexity graph
with a CI of k with minimum node cover K = K ′ ∪ K ′′, K ′ = {2′, . . . , (2 + k0)′},K ′′ =
{(n − 1 − k1)′′, . . . , (n − 1)′′} (0  k0, k1  (n − 4)). Hence, new arcs can be added to the
graph only out of nodes Lc \ K ′ and into nodes Rc \ K ′′. The maximum number of arcs
from a node in Lc would be inserted from node (k0 + 3)′. These arcs would be to nodes
{(k0 + 4)′′, . . . , (n − k1 − 2)′′}, giving a total of (n − k0 − k1 − 5) arcs. Symmetrically,
the maximum number of arcs from a node in Rc would be inserted into node (n − k1 − 2).
These arcs would be from nodes {(k0 + 3)′, . . . , (n − k1 − 3)′}, again giving a total of
(n − k0 − k1 − 5) arcs. 
Corollary 1. For a given number of nodes n and complexity index CI of an st-dag, the
maximum number of edges in its complexity graph equals (2nCI − 5CI − CI 2)/2.
Proof. When the tree structure of the above lemma is used to create a complexity graph,
the path from the root of the tree to each node at level l gives a set of nodes corresponding
to a minimum node cover of size l, and each covered node has the maximum number of
incident arcs. Thus, each level corresponds to a maximum of n − l − 2 additional arcs.
Hence, the maximum number of arcs for a given CI equals
∑CI
l=1(n − l − 2) = (2nCI −
5CI − CI 2)/2. 
2’ (n-1)’’
3’ (n-1)’’ 2’ (n-2)’’
4’ (n-1)’’ 3’ (n-2)’’ 3’ (n-2)’’ 2’ (n-3)’’
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Fig. 8. Building a complexity graph with maximum number of edges and a given CI .
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Given the calculated values of |E|min and |E|max, AdjC is designated sparse or not
by the relation given in Constraint C 1. Since it is not possible to know beforehand the
number of arcs that will be generated for the complexity graph, a simple average of |E|min
and |E|max is compared against AdjSizeC/2. The sparsity information is used in the search
procedure, as described later in Section 5.
Constraint C 1. Determine whether AdjC is sparse.
((|E|min + |E|max)/2 < AdjSizeC/2) ⇔ SparseC = 1
Constraints C 2 through C 10 characterize the basic properties of the bipartite graph and
its matching.
Constraint C 2. The adjacency matrix of the complexity graph is upper triangular.
i  j ⇒ AdjC[i, j ] = 0 ∀i, j
Constraint C 3. If an arc does not exist from node i to node j, the two nodes cannot be
matched.
MatchC[i, j ] = 1 ⇒ AdjC[i, j ] = 1 ∀i, j
Constraint C 4. There must be exactly CI matched arcs.∑
i∈Lc,j∈Rc:i<j
MatchC[i, j ] = CI
Constraint C 5. No node must be covered by more than one matched arc.∑
i∈Lc:i<j
MatchC[i, j ]  1 ∀j ∈ Rc
∑
j∈Rc:i<j
MatchC[i, j ]  1 ∀i ∈ Lc
Constraint C 6. Each arc must have at least one end node covered (so that the matching
is maximal).
AdjC[i, j ] = 1 ⇒
∑
v∈Lc
MatchC[v, j ] = 1 ∨
∑
w∈Rc
MatchC[i, w] = 1 ∀i, j
Two arrays, CovL[v] for v ∈ Lc and CovR[w] for w ∈ Rc, are used to keep track of
whether nodes on either side of the bipartite graph are covered by the matching or not.
Constraint C 7. A node v on the left-side of the complexity graph is covered if and only
if an edge out of v is matched.
CovL[v] = 1 ⇔
∑
w∈Rc
MatchC[v,w] = 1 ∀v ∈ Lc
Constraint C 8. A node w on the right-side of the complexity graph is covered if and
only if an edge into w is matched.
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CovR[w] = 1 ⇔
∑
v∈Lc
MatchC[v,w] = 1 ∀w ∈ Rc
In the search procedure, as briefly pointed out in Section 3, constraints are imposed
on the in-degree and out-degree of the nodes in the complexity graph. The following two
constraints define these two variable arrays.
Constraint C 9. Keep track of the in-degree of each node on the right-side of the com-
plexity graph.
InDegC[w] =
∑
v∈Lc
AdjC[v,w] ∀w ∈ Rc
Constraint C 10. Keep track of the out-degree of each node on the left-side of the com-
plexity graph.
OutDegC[v] =
∑
w∈Rc
AdjC[v,w] ∀v ∈ Lc
In order to guarantee that the matching is the maximum matching, an augmenting path
graph structure is used that is based on the algorithm described in [2]. Here we give an
overview of that algorithm in order to explain the constraint-based implementation of the
basic data structure of the algorithm, namely the augmenting path graph.
Recall that a subset M of edges in a graph is called a matching if no two edges in
M are adjacent in that graph. A node v is said to be M-saturated if some edge of M is
incident with v. Given a matching M, an augmenting path is a path whose end-nodes are
unsaturated and the alternating edges on the path are in M. Clearly, given an augmenting
path one can increase the matching by removing the matched edges on the path and adding
the originally unmatched edges to the matching. A matching is maximum if and only if
there is no augmenting path relative to that matching.
An augmenting path graph is used to find an augmenting path relative to a matching.
Level 0 of the augmenting path graph consists of the unsaturated nodes on the left-side of
the bipartite graph. At odd level i, new nodes that are adjacent to a node at level i − 1 by
an unmatched edge are added to the graph, along with that edge. At even level i, new nodes
that are adjacent to a node at level i − 1 by a matched edge are added to the graph, along
with that edge.
The algorithm builds the augmenting path graph, level by level, until either no more
nodes can be added or an unsaturated node is added at an odd level. If the latter condition
occurs, then there would be an augmenting path from the unsaturated node added at the
odd level to one of the nodes at level 0.
The role of the constraints C 11, through C 14 is to ensure that as the complexity graph
is being created by the search algorithm no arc is added to it that would result in a matching
that is not equal to CI. In these constraints, the augmenting path graph is implemented as a
boolean matrix, APG[l, v] where l ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} designates the level of the augmenting
path graph and v ∈ V is a node of the complexity graph. APG[l, v] takes the value of 1 if
vertex v is at the lth level of the augmenting path graph.
Constraint C 11. Level 0 of the augmenting path graph consists of all (and only) un-
matched nodes on the left-side of the complexity graph.
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CovL[v] = 0 ⇔ APG[0, v] = 1 ∀v ∈ Lc
Constraint C 12. At each odd level, l  1, if node w has an in-coming arc from a node
v such that arc (v,w) is not matched and node v is at level l − 1 of the augmenting path
graph, then put node w at level l. Otherwise, do not put node w at level l.∑
v∈Lc
(
AdjC[v,w] = 1 ∧ MatchC[v,w] = 0 ∧ APG[(l − 1), v] = 1) /= 0
⇔ APG[l, w] = 1 ∀l : (l mod 2) = 1 and ∀w
Constraint C 13. At each even level, l > 0, if node v on the left-side of the complexity
graph has an arc going into node w on the right-side that is matched and node w is at level
(l − 1) of the augmenting path graph, then put node v at level l. Otherwise, do not put node
v at level l.∑
w∈Rc
(
AdjC[v,w] = 1 ∧ MatchC[v,w] = 1 ∧ APG[(l − 1), w] = 1) /= 0
⇔ APG[l, v] = 1 ∀l > 0 : (l mod 2) = 0 and ∀v
Constraint C 14. In order not to have any augmenting path, there should not be any un-
matched node at an odd level of the augmenting path graph.
APG[l, w] = 1 ⇒ CovR[w] = 1 ∀l : (l mod 2) = 1 and ∀w
Finding the maximum matching in a bipartite graph can be done by a maximum flow
(linear programming) formulation that can easily be solved. It is advantageous to make
use of this fact, since for large problems we were able to obtain maximum matchings
much more quickly by linear programming than by a search procedure in constraint log-
ic programming. In order to find maximum matching by linear programming, we define
another variable Flow[i, j ] (a nonnegative real number), solve a maximum flow problem
as a subproblem in the search procedure and assign the values of MatchC[i, j ] using the
result of this optimization subproblem. Constraints C 15 through C 17 are constraints of
this linear programming formulation.
Constraint C 15. Ub and Lb are upper and lower bounds on the flow on each arc based
on the constraints imposed up to that point in the search procedure.
Lb[v,w]  Flow[v,w]  Ub[v,w] ∀v ∈ Lc,w ∈ Rc
Constraint C 16. Flow out of node v on the left-side of the complexity graph should not
exceed 1.∑
w∈Rc
Flow[v,w]  1 ∀v ∈ Lc
Constraint C 17. Flow into node w on the right-side of the complexity graph should not
exceed 1.∑
v∈Lc
Flow[v,w]  1 ∀w ∈ Rc
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4.2. Characterizing the dominator trees
Recall that, in order to keep track of the dominator tree, T d, and the reverse dominator
tree, T r, we define two variable arrays: ImD[v], denotes the immediate dominator of node
v and ImR[v], gives the immediate reverse dominator of node v. Also recall that, node v
is the immediate dominator of node w if v is the largest indexed node such that all paths
from node 1 to node w contain v. Similarly, w is the immediate reverse dominator of node
v if w is the smallest indexed node such that all paths from node v to node n contain
node w.
As discussed in Section 2, given ImD[v] and ImR[v], we know the following relations
should hold:
(1) There cannot be an arc in C from w to any node i  ImD[w]. That is,
i  ImD[w] ⇒ AdjC[i, w] = 0 ∀w, i < w
(2) There cannot be an arc in C from v to any node j  ImR[v]. That is,
j  ImR[v] ⇒ AdjC[v, j ] = 0 ∀v, j > v
Given these two relations and the fact that for an edge to exist in the complexity graph,
it must exist in the transitive adjacency matrix of the st-dag, we can develop the following
two constraints:
Constraint D 1. If (v,w) is an edge in the complexity graph, C, then v ≺ w in the st-dag
and the immediate dominator of node w must be less than v and the immediate reverse
dominator of node v must be greater than w.
AdjC[v,w] = 1 ⇒ Tr AdjG[v,w] = 1 ∧ ImD[w] < v ∧ ImR[v] > w
∀v ∈ Lc and w ∈ Rc
Constraint D 2. If (v,w) is not an edge in the complexity graph, then in the st-dag either
v ≺ w, or v ≺ w and ImD[w]  v or ImR[v]  w.
AdjC[v,w] = 0 ⇒ (Tr AdjG[v,w] = 0)
∨ (Tr AdjG[v,w] = 1 ∧ (ImD[w]  v ∨ ImR[v]  w))
∀v ∈ Lcand w ∈ Rc
In constraint logic programming, one might choose to include some redundant con-
straints that are implied by others. In some cases, this may improve the run-time of the
search due to better constraint propagation. However, it is also possible that the run-time
performance of the search degrades due to increased overhead of managing more con-
straints. On the other hand, from a modeling perspective, these additional constraints could
help clarify some characteristics of the model. Due to these reasons, a few redundant con-
straints are discussed as part of the model and the impact of including or excluding them
from the model is reported in Section 6.
The following two constraints follow from constraints D 1 and D 2, thus they are redun-
dant.
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Constraint D 3. The immediate dominator of node w must have an index less than or
equal to (w − 1) − InDegC[w].
ImD[w]  (w − 1) − InDegC[w] ∀w ∈ N : w > 1
Proof. If InDegC[w] = i, in the extreme case, nodes w − 1, w − 2, . . . , w − i in Lc are
adjacent to w. This would imply that ImD[w] could be at most w − i − 1. Otherwise, let us
say if ImD[w] = v such that v < w − i − 1, by definition of complexity graph AdjC[k,w]
would be zero for all k  v, making InDegC[w]  w − v − 1 < i, which would be a con-
tradiction. 
Constraint D 4. The immediate reverse dominator of node v must have an index greater
than or equal to (v + 1) + OutDegC[v].
ImR[v]  (v + 1) + OutDegC[v] ∀v ∈ N : v < n
Proof. Similar to the previous one. 
4.3. Characterizing the network
As was the case for the complexity graph, we make use of the sparsity matrix of the
st-dag in the search procedure.
Constraint N 1. If the number of arcs required by the coefficient of network complexity
is less than half the size of the upper triangle of the adjacency matrix, denote the matrix as
sparse.
(n ∗ CNC) < (1/2)(n − 1)n/2 ⇔ SparseG = 1
The constraints N 2 through N 8 characterize the basic properties of the matrices
AdjG[i, j ] and Tr AdjG[i, j ] and how they relate to each other.
Constraint N 2. Both AdjG and Tr AdjG are upper triangular.
i  j ⇒ AdjG[i, j ] = 0 ∧ Tr AdjG[i, j ] = 0 ∀i, j
Constraint N 3. Transitivity property of Tr AdjG.
Tr AdjG[i, j ] = 1 ∧ Tr AdjG[j, k] = 1 ⇒ Tr AdjG[i, k] = 1
∀i, j, k : i < j < k
The following three constraints relate the adjacency matrix and the transitive adjacency
matrix to each other so that they are consistent.
Constraint N 4. If i is the immediate predecessor of j, then i ≺ j
AdjG[i, j ] = 1 ⇒ Tr AdjG[i, j ] = 1 ∀i, j
Constraint N 5. If i ≺ k then either (i, k) ∈ A or there exists at least one node j such that
i ≺ j and (j, k) ∈ A.
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Tr AdjG[i, k] = 1
⇒ AdjG[i, k] = 1 ∨

 ∑
j :i<j<k
(AdjG[j, k] = 1 ∧ Tr AdjG[i, j ] = 1)  1


∀i, k
Constraint N 6. If (i − 1) ≺ i then (i − 1) is an immediate predecessor of i.
Tr AdjG[i − 1, i] = 1 ⇒ AdjG[i − 1, i] = 1 ∀i
The in-degree and out-degree of the nodes in the st-dag are used in the search procedure.
Constraint N 7. Keep track of the out- and in-degree of the nodes in AdjG.
InDegG[j ] =
∑
i:i<j
AdjG[i, j ] ∀j
OutDegG[i] =
∑
j :i<j
AdjG[i, j ] ∀i
Constraint N 8. Coefficient of network complexity should be within a certain range.
CNC − CNC 

∑
i,j
AdjG[i, j ]

/ n  CNC + CNC
Constraints N 9 through N 18 characterize the relationship between the dominator trees
and the transitive adjacency matrix of the st-dag.
To clarify the description and proof of some of these constraints we present some graph-
ical examples which make use of the notation defined in Fig. 9.
In order to completely characterize the dependence between the dominator tree and the
st-dag, it is necessary to develop the constraints that specify the necessary and sufficient
conditions for a node i to be the immediate dominator of a node j. Similar constraints
would be required to specify the dependence between the reverse-dominator tree and the
st-dag.
jdi
jri
i j
i j
i is an immediate
predecessor of j.
i is a predecessor of j.
i is the immediate
dominator of j.
j is the immediate
reverse dominator of i.
Fig. 9. Notation for graphical examples.
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j
di
k l
1
2
3 5
4
6
Fig. 10. Illustration of Constraint N 10.
By definition, we have
ImD[j ] = i ⇔ “i is the dominator of j” and
“i is the largest indexed dominator of j”
For node i to be the dominator of node j, (1) i must be a predecessor of j (constraint
N 9), (2) there must not be any path from node 1 to node j that by-passes i (Constraints N
10 and N 11).
On the other hand, for node i to be the largest indexed dominator of node j, every node
v such that i < v < j must not be a dominator of node j (Constraint N 12).
Constraint N 9. The immediate dominator of node j must be a predecessor of j.
Tr AdjG[ImD[j ], j ] = 1 ∀j > 1
Consider the example depicted in Fig. 10, where 3 is the immediate dominator of 6.
If there had been an arc from 2, a predecessor of 3, to 5, which is a predecessor of 6 but
not of 3, then 3 would not have been the immediate dominator of 6. This observation is
generalized as the following constraint.
Constraint N 10. If k is a predecessor of ImD[j ] and k has an immediate successor l,
which is a predecessor of j but not its immediate dominator, then l must be a predecessor
of ImD[j ].∑
k,l:k<l<j
(
Tr AdjG[k, ImD[j ]] = 1 ∧ AdjG[k, l] = 1 ∧ Tr AdjG[l, j ] = 1
∧ l /= ImD[j ] ∧ Tr AdjG[l, ImD[j ]] = 0) = 0 ∀j > 2
Proof. Assume that there is an arc (k, l) such that k ≺ ImD[j ], l ≺ ImD[j ] and l ≺ j,
then we can construct a path from 1 to k, and a path from l to j (see Fig. 10), which do
not contain ImD[j ], contradicting the fact that ImD[j ] is the immediate dominator of j.
Now, to show that the given constraint formalizes the statement, note that if for any two
nodes k and l, the first four boolean expressions are true and Tr AdjG[l, ImD[j ]] = 0 is
also true, then the entire expression within the summation takes the value 1, violating the
constraint. Thus, when the four conditions are true, l must be a predecessor of ImD[j ]. On
the other hand, if any of the first four boolean expressions is false, then the entire expression
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is false, regardless of the value of Tr AdjG[l, ImD[j ]], thus imposing no constraint on its
value. 
The above constraint would not work for the case where ImD[j ] = j − 1 and k = j −
2, in which case there must be a constraint that disallows an arc (j − 2, j) in the network.
More generally, for any node, say v, whose index is smaller than the immediate domina-
tor of node j, there cannot be an arc from v to j. Therefore, the following constraint is
necessary:
Constraint N 11. There cannot be an arc from node v such that v < ImD[j ] to node j.
v < ImD[j ] ⇒ AdjG[v, j ] = 0 ∀j, v : j > 1
Proof. Let ImD[j ] = i. Then there would be a path from 1 to v, which does not include i
since i > v. If there is an arc from v to j this would complete a path from 1 to j by-passing
i. This contradicts with the assumption that i = ImD[j ]. 
Now consider the example in Fig. 11. Node 1 is the immediate dominator of 5, that
means, 2, 3 and 4 are not. There are two reasons why they are not the immediate dominator
of 5. Firstly, 4 is not because it is not a predecessor of 5. Secondly, 2 is not, because the
path 1–3–5 does not include 2. Similarly, 3 is not, because the path 1–2–5 does not include
3. The next constraint formalizes this observation.
Constraint N 12. For each node v such that ImD[j ] < v < j, there are two exclusive
alternatives: (i) v ≺ j thus it cannot be the immediate dominator of j ; (ii) v ≺ j but there
exists a path from node ImD[j ] to node j that by-passes node v. Therefore, there must be
an arc (k, l) such that k /= v, l /= v, k is not a successor of v, l is a predecessor of j (or
l = j ) but l is not a predecessor of v (see Fig. 11).
ImD[j ] < v ⇒ Tr AdjG[v, j ] = 0 ∨
(
Tr AdjG[v, j ] = 1
∧
∑
k,l:k<lj
(AdjG[k, l] = 1 ∧ k /= v ∧ l /= v ∧ Tr AdjG[v, k] = 0
∧ (Tr AdjG[l, j ] = 1 ∨ l = j) ∧ Tr AdjG[l, v] = 0)  1
)
∀j, v : v < j, j > 1
1 v
j
di
k l
1
2
3 4
5
6
Fig. 11. Illustration of Constraint N 12.
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Proof. The conditions l ≺ v, l /= v, and (l ≺ j or l = j ) imply that there is a node l
which is neither a predecessor of v nor equal to v, such that there is a path from l to
j. AdjG[k, l] = 1, Tr AdjG[v, k] = 0, and k /= v state that l must have an immediate
predecessor, k, that is neither equal to v nor a successor of v. Now, assume that there
is no such k for a given l, that is, all immediate predecessors of l are successors of v.
This implies that all paths to l go through v, which means v is a dominator of l. If
this is in turn true for all l preceding j, this means v dominates j, which is a contradic-
tion. 
Four more constraints that are similar to Constraints N 9, N 10, N 11 and N 12 are
required to characterize the dependence between the reverse dominator tree and the st-dag,
since by definition it is:
ImR[i] = j ⇔ “j is the reverse dominator of i” and
“j is the smallest indexed reverse dominator of i”
For node j to be the reverse dominator of node i, (1) j must be a successor of i (con-
straint N 13), (2) there must not be any path from node i to node n that by-passes j (Con-
straints N 14 and N 15).
On the other hand, for node j to be the smallest indexed reverse dominator of node i,
every node v such that i < v < j must not be a reverse dominator of node i (Constraint
N 16). Proofs and examples for these constraints are omitted since they are symmetric to
those of the dominator tree.
Constraint N 13. The immediate reverse dominator of node i must be a successor of i.
Tr AdjG[i, ImR[i]] = 1 ∀i < n
Constraint N 14. No successor of i that is also a predecessor of ImR[i], has an immediate
successor that is not a predecessor of ImR[i] or ImR[i] itself.∑
k:k>v
(
(i = v ∨ Tr AdjG[i, v] = 1) ∧ Tr AdjG[v, ImR[i]] = 1 ∧ AdjG[v, k] = 1
∧ Tr AdjG[k, ImR[i]] = 0 ∧ k /= ImR[i]) = 0 ∀i, v : i  v
Constraint N 15. There cannot be an arc from node i to a node that is larger than the
immediate reverse-dominator of i.
ImR[i] < v ⇒ AdjG[i, v] = 0 ∀i, v : i < n
Constraint N 16. For each node v such that i < v < ImR[i], there are two exclusive al-
ternatives: (i) i ≺ v thus it cannot be the immediate reverse dominator of i; (ii) i ≺ v but
there exists a path from i to the sink node, n, that by-passes v. Therefore, there must be an
arc (k, l) such that neither k nor l equals v, l is not predecessor of v, k is not a successor
of v, and k is either a successor of i or equals i.
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ImR[i] > v ⇒ Tr AdjG[i, v] = 0 ∨
(
Tr AdjG[i, v] = 1 ∧∑
k,l:ik<l
(AdjG[k, l] = 1 ∧ k /= v ∧ l /= v ∧ Tr AdjG[l, v] = 0
∧Tr AdjG[v, k] = 0 ∧ (Tr AdjG[i, k] = 1 ∨ i = k))  1
)
∀i, v : i < v, i > n
The remaining constraints in this section are implied by the previous constraints, hence
they are redundant.
The following constraint is implied by Constraints N 3 and N 9.
Constraint N 17. Every predecessor of the immediate dominator of node j is a predeces-
sor of j.
Tr AdjG[i, ImD[j ]] = 1 ⇒ Tr AdjG[i, j ] = 1 ∀i, j
Similarly, the next constraint is implied by constraints N 3 and N 13.
Constraint N 18. Every successor of the immediate reverse dominator of node i is a
successor of i.
Tr AdjG[ImR[i], j ] = 1 ⇒ Tr AdjG[i, j ] = 1 ∀i, j
Constraint N 19 relates the immediate predecessors of a node, say j, to the immediate
dominator of j so that there is no path from 1 to j that does not include the immediate
dominator. Fig. 12 provides a diagram depicting the proof of the constraint and an example.
In the example node 2 is the immediate dominator of 6. Thus 5, which is an immediate
predecessor of 6 is a successor of 2. If we replace arc (2, 5) with (1, 5), 2 would not be the
immediate dominator of 6 any more, since the path 1–5–6 would by-pass 2.
Constraint N 19. Every immediate predecessor of node j, unless it is the immediate dom-
inator of j, must be a successor of the immediate dominator of j.∑
l:l<j
(
Tr AdjG[ImD[j ], l] = 0 ∧ AdjG[l, j ] = 1 ∧ l /= ImD[j ]) = 0 ∀j > 1
1 v
j
di
k l
1
2
3 4
5
6
Fig. 12. Illustration of Constraint N 19.
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Proof. Let i = ImD[j ] and let (l, j) ∈ A and Tr AdjG[i, l] = 0 (see Fig. 12), then there
is a path from node 1 to j through l that does not include i, which is a contradiction to i
being the immediate dominator of j. 
We could see that Constraint N 10 is a generalization of Constraint N 19: For a given k,
such that, (k, l) ∈ A and k ≺ ImD[j ], Constraint N 10 reduces to∑
l:l<j
(
Tr AdjG[l, j ] = 1 ∧ Tr AdjG[l, ImD[j ]] = 0 ∧ l /= ImD[j ])=0 ∀j > 1.
Since
Tr AdjG[l, ImD[j ]] = 0 ⇒ Tr AdjG[ImD[j ], l] = 1
∨ Tr AdjG[ImD[j ], l] = 0
the reduced constraint includes Constraint N 19.
Constraint N 20, a special case of N 14 is similar to Constraint N 19, this time relating
the immediate successors of a node to its immediate reverse dominator.
In the example in Fig. 13, node 4 is the immediate reverse dominator of 1. All immediate
successors of node 1 are predecessors of 4, as well. If we replace arc (3, 4) with arc (3, 5)
than there would be a path 1–3–5–6 which would not include node 4, thus 4 would not be
the immediate reverse dominator of 1.
Constraint N 20. Every immediate successor of node i, unless it is the immediate reverse
dominator of i, must be a predecessor of the immediate reverse dominator of i.∑
j :i<j
(
Tr AdjG[j, ImR[i]] = 0 ∧ AdjG[i, j ] = 1 ∧ j /= ImR[i]) = 0 ∀i < n
Proof. Similar to the proof of Constraint N 19 (also see Fig. 13). 
The following two constraints follow from Constraint N 10 and Constraint N 14,
respectively.
Constraint N 21. If a node j has an in-degree of d then the largest indexed node that
could be its immediate dominator is j − d.
ImD[j ]  j − InDegG[j ] ∀j > 1
i
l
j nr
1
2
3 5
4
6
Fig. 13. Illustration of Constraint N 20.
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Proof. Let ImD[j ] = d, then the maximum possible index for the lowest indexed imme-
diate predecessor of j is j − d (that is, the immediate predecessors of j are (j − d, j −
d + 1, . . . , j − 1). Then, any node i such that (j − d) < i < j cannot be the immediate
dominator of j since there would be a path from node 1 to v, (j − d)  v < i, and through
v to j by the arc (v, j), thus by-passing i. 
Constraint N 22. If a node i has an out-degree of d, then the smallest indexed node that
could be its reverse dominator is i + d.
ImR[i]  i + OutDegG[i] ∀i < n
Proof. Similar to the previous one. 
5. Search procedure
The implemented search procedure is based on Search Strategy II depicted in Fig. 5.
The search is done in five phases and the search tree is traversed in a depth-first manner.
As discussed in Section 3, the purpose of this multi-phase approach is to increase the
speed of reaching the parts of the search space that contain feasible solutions. The main
characteristics of the phases are as follows:
In phase 1, constraint-based branching is done on the in-degree and out-degree of nodes
in the complexity graph, and the immediate dominators and immediate reverse dominators.
In phase 2, the immediate dominator and immediate reverse dominator of each node are
fixed to certain values. This is done after phase 1 since phase 1 identifies a set of feasible
immediate dominators and reverse dominators for all nodes. Without phase 1, there is a
risk of doing too many infeasible fixings leading to a lot of backtracking.
Since the dominators of nodes are fixed in phase 2 and constraints are imposed on AdjC
in phase 1, the domains of Tr AdjG and AdjG are reduced by the end of phase 2. In phase 3,
constraint-based branching is done on the out-degree and in-degree of nodes of the st-dag
G, which reduces the domain for AdjG further. Since the domain of AdjG is very large,
this phase serves the purpose of reducing the search space in a coordinated manner, so that
the amount of backtracking in the next phase is low.
In phase 4, the entries of AdjG are fixed (i.e. the set of edges of the network is com-
pleted). In this phase, the strategy of using an incomplete search (i.e. putting a limit on the
number of fails in the search tree) is implemented and compared with complete search.
When the search reaches the end of phase 4, there is an st-dag found that satisfies all the
constraints, however since matching (MatchC) is a variable and the complexity graph of
the st-dag might have multiple matchings of the required size, there is a need to complete
the search by finding one (and only one) matching. Since otherwise, OPL would give the
same st-dag with different matchings corresponding to its complexity graph as different
solutions. Thus the role of phase 5 is finding a single matching of the complexity graph.
This is done in two stages: First the equivalent maximum flow subproblem is solved. If
there are multiple solutions to this problem, then the search is done until a single matching
of size CI is found.
In the following sections a more detailed description of each search phase is provided
using the earlier example (cp. Fig. 7) of generating st-dags with n = 6 and CI = 2.
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5.1. Search phase 1
In this phase, constraint-based branching is done on OutDegC[i], ImR[i] for nodes
2, . . . , n/2 and on InDegC[i], ImD[i] for nodes n/2, . . . , (n − 1) one node at a time,
as opposed to branching on OutDegC[i] for all nodes, and then on ImR[i] for all nodes,
etc. The reason for following this strategy is to ensure a coordinated set of constraints for
these closely related variables.
The reason for branching on OutDegC[i], ImR[i] for the first half of the nodes, and on
InDegC[i], ImD[i] for the second half of the nodes is to avoid branching on small domains.
Branching on a small domain might create a constraint very early on in the search tree that
might prove to be infeasible further down the tree, requiring backtracking. For example,
branching on ImR[4] when n = 6 would create two constraint-based branches, ImR[4]  5
and ImR[4] > 5, which essentially fix ImR[4] to 5 and 6, respectively. For the same reason,
certain conditions are required for branching on these variables. The first condition is that
the variable (e.g. OutDegC[i]) must not be fixed already. The second condition is that the
domain size of the variable must be larger than n/2. This latter condition is used only for
OutDegC[i] and InDegC[i] and its purpose is to prevent branching on a domain that is
already small.
Since, OPL traverses the search tree in depth-first order, the choice of whether a con-
straint is imposed on the left- or the right-branch could have a significant effect on the
performance of the search. Recall from Section 2 that if ImD[j ] = d then there would be no
arc from nodes {i′ : i  d} to node j ′′. Since by definition d < j, for a sparse complexity
graph ImD[j ] − d is more likely to be small than otherwise. Similarly, if ImR[i] = r then
there would be no arc from node i′ to nodes {j ′′ : j  r}. Thus, for a sparse complexity
graph (r − ImR[i]) is more likely to be small. For example, if ImD[5] = 4, then each
AdjC[i, 5] for i  4 is equal to 0. Similarly, if ImR[1] = 2, then each AdjC[1, j ] for j  2
is equal to 0. Therefore, we use the sparsity information of the complexity graph when
branching on variables ImD[i] (ImR[i]). If the graph is sparse the left-branch would be
ImD[j ]  k (ImR[i]  k) and the right-branch would be ImD[j ] < k (ImR[i] > k). The
right-hand side of these constraints is given by (dmin(OutDegC[2]) + dmax(OutDegC[2]))/
2, where dmin(V ) and dmax(V ) return the minimum and maximum element of the currently
feasible domain of the variable V, respectively.
Due to a similar reasoning, we do branching on InDegC[i] and OutDegC[i] depending
on the sparsity of the complexity graph, as well.
Now, let’s start considering how the search for st-dags with n = 6 and CI = 2 would
proceed. First, note that since |E|min = 2 and |E|max = 5 and AdjSizeC = 6 (see Section
4.1) by Constraint C 1, AdjC is designated as being not sparse.
Thus, the first level of the search tree for this example is:
Level 1 OutDegC[2]  1 or OutDegC[2] < 1
Note that if AdjC had been sparse, then the left-branch would have had OutDegC[2]  1
and the right-branch would have had OutDegC[2] > 1.
The other levels of the search tree in this phase are as follows:
Level 2 ImR[2]  4 or ImR[2] < 4
Level 3 ImR[3]  5 or ImR[3] < 5
Level 4 ImD[4]  2 or ImD[4] > 2
Level 5 InDegC[5]  1 or InDegC[5] < 1
Level 6 ImD[5]  2 or ImD[5] > 2
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For all of the first six levels, the search traverses the left-branch, completing the first
phase without any backtracking. Note that branching is not done on OutDegC[3] and
InDegC[4], since both variables have a domain size of 3 > n/2, even without any of the
constraints imposed by the search procedure.
5.2. Search phase 2
In this phase, first the immediate dominators and than the immediate reverse dominators
of some of the nodes are fixed. Unlike the previous phase, where the branches represented
either–or type inequality constraints, the branches in this phase fix a variable to a certain
value within its domain. Therefore, the number of branches at a level could be large if the
domain-size is large. In order to keep the number of branches at a given level small and
increase the chances of making a feasible fixing, branching is done only if the size of the
domain is larger than 1 and smaller than n/4. A search tactic serving the same purpose is
selecting the node whose immediate dominator (or immediate reverse dominator) will be
fixed in the order of increasing domain size.
As in phase 1, the search strategies when AdjC is sparse and otherwise are essentially
the same, except in the sequencing of the branches. When AdjC is sparse the first branch
fixes the dominator of a node to the closest indexed node within the current domain, the
next branch fixes it to the next closest indexed node and so on.
Note that for n = 6, no branching would be done in this phase, since {i : 1 <
domain_size(ImD[i]) < n/4} = ∅ and {i : 1 < domain_size(ImR[i]) < n/4} = ∅.
In order to demonstrate how branching would have been done, consider the following
example. Assume n = 13 and the domains of ImD and ImR at the beginning of phase
2 are as given in Table 1. Given these domains, branching would be done on ImD[5],
ImD[9], ImD[8], ImR[4], ImR[8], ImR[2], in that order. Assuming the next level of the
search tree is Level l and AdjC is not sparse, the branches would be as
follows:
Table 1
Sample domains for phase 2
i Domains
ImD[i] ImR[i]
1 – {4, 5, 6, 7}
2 {1} {3, 4, 5}
3 {1} {6, 7, 8, 10}
4 {1} {6, 7}
5 {1, 2} {8}
6 {5} {8}
7 {5} {8}
8 {5, 6, 7} {11, 12}
9 {6, 7} {12}
10 {9} {12}
11 {9} {12}
12 {9} {12}
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Level l ImD[5] = 1 or ImD[5] = 2
Level (l + 1) ImD[9] = 6 or ImD[9] = 7
Level (l + 2) ImD[8] = 5 or ImD[8] = 6 or ImD[8] = 7
Level (l + 3) ImD[4] = 1 or ImD[5] = 2
Level (l + 4) ImR[4] = 7 or ImR[4] = 6
Level (l + 5) ImR[8] = 12 or ImR[8] = 11
Level (l + 6) ImR[2] = 5 or ImR[2] = 4 or ImR[2] = 3
5.3. Search phase 3
Prior to binding all the entries of AdjG in phase 4, constraint-based branching is done
on the in-degrees and out-degrees of nodes of the st-dag. The purpose of doing so is, again,
to determine the characteristics of the network gradually and in a coordinated manner
without making very detailed commitments that will lead to backtracking further down in
the search tree.
As in phase 1, branching is done only if two conditions are met. The first condition
is that the variable (e.g. OutDegG[i]) must not be fixed. The second condition is that the
domain-size of the variable must be larger than n/2, so that no branching is done on a
variable whose domain is already relatively small.
As was the case in earlier phases, the general strategy followed when the adjacency
matrix is sparse and not sparse is the same, the only difference being the direction of the
inequality constraints used in the first and second branches at each level. If AdjG is sparse,
we expect small in-degrees and out-degrees of the nodes in AdjG, otherwise we expect
them to be large.
Continuing the earlier example of generating an st-dag with n = 6 and CI = 2, we first
note that due to Constraint N 1, AdjG is designated as not sparse.
The search algorithm starts checking the two conditions mentioned above for each
OutDegG[i] in the order of increasing domain-size. Given this order, the conditions for
nodes 5, 6, 4, 3 are tested and found not to be satisfied. Hence, the first branching of this
phase is done for OutDegG[2]:
Level 7 OutDegG[2] > 2 or OutDegG[2]  2
The right-hand side of these constraints is given by (dmin(OutDegG[2]) +
dmax(OutDegG[2]))/2 and the search proceeds with the left-branch.
At the next level, branching is done on OutDegG[1] and again the left-branch is fol-
lowed.
Level 8 OutDegG[1] > 3 or OutDegG[1]  3
Once branching on OutDegG[i] is complete, branching on InDegG[i] starts again for
each node in increasing order of the domain-size. The two conditions for branching are not
satisfied for nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4. Then branching is done for InDegG[5] and InDegG[6]
and in both cases the left-branch is followed.
Level 9 InDegG[5] > 2 or InDegG[5]  2
Level 10 InDegG[6] > 3 or InDegG[6]  3
With level 10 phase 3 of the search is completed.
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5.4. Search phase 4
In this phase the entries of AdjG are fixed, that is the st-dag is fully determined. The
first important element of the search strategy followed in this phase is the limit imposed
on the number of fails, that is, the number of leaves of the search tree where the search
is fathomed due to the lack of a feasible solution given the set of constraints at that node
of the search tree. When the fail-limit is exhausted the search backtracks to the previous
phase(s). In other words, the fail-limit specifies “how hard” the search should try to find a
network with characteristics specified in the first three phases of the search. This, clearly,
makes the search “incomplete”. In order to see the effects of the fail-limit and explore the
search space in different ways, the search limit has been parameterized by a multiplier k
and set as kn2.
The sequence with which the entries [i, j ] of the adjacency matrix are chosen for being
fixed is based on the domain-size of OutDegG[i] and InDegG[j ]. Note that this ordering
is dynamic, since as AdjG[i, j ] are fixed the domains of in-degree and out-degree of the
nodes might be affected. In order to increase the chances of a feasible assignment the
preference is given to nodes with small in-degree and out-degree domains. Recall that a
domain-size of 1 means the variable is fixed.
After an entry [i, j ] is chosen, whose AdjG[i, j ] is not fixed, the decision on whether
a “1” or a “0” should be tried first is made by a dynamic rule. This rule determines the
number of entries that are fixed (OPL term for a fixed variable is bound) to 1 (which
equals
∑
i,j :bound(AdjG[i,j ]) AdjG[i, j ]), and compares it with the number of fixed entries
in the upper triangle of AdjG[i, j ] (which equals (∑(i,j :j>i∧bound(AdjG[i,j ])) 1) multiplied
by the targeted fraction of entries that will be fixed to 1 in AdjG (which equals CNC ∗
n/AdjSizeG) where AdjSizeG equals n(n − 1)/2. If the former is larger than the latter
(meaning the number of entries fixed to 1 is larger than expected number of entries fixed
to 1), the left-branch imposes AdjG[i, j ] = 0, otherwise it imposes AdjG[i, j ] = 1.
In the example, the following entries of the matrix AdjG are checked (in that or-
der) and found out to be already fixed (note that for i  j , AdjG[i, j ] is fixed to 0):
[5, 1], [5, 2], [5, 3], [5, 5], [5, 6], [5, 4], [6, 1], [6, 2], [6, 3], [6, 5], [6, 6], [6, 4], [1, 1],
[1, 2], [1, 3].
Then, the following branches are created for variable AdjG[1, 3] at level 11:
Level 11 AdjG[1, 3] = 0 or AdjG[1, 3] = 1
and the search follows AdjG[1, 3] = 0 branch.
Then the following entries are tested and found out to be already fixed: [1, 5], [1, 6],
[1, 4], [2, 1], [2, 2], [2, 3].
The next level of branches is created for AdjG[2, 5]:
Level 12 AdjG[2, 5] = 0 or AdjG[2, 5] = 1
and the search moves along the left-branch.
Then the following entries are tested and found out to be already fixed: [2, 4], [2, 6],
[4, 1], [4, 2], [4, 3], [4, 5], [4, 4].
Level 13 of branches is created for AdjG[4, 6]
Level 13 AdjG[4, 6] = 0 or AdjG[4, 6] = 1
and the left-branch is chosen.
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Note that given i the order of testing AdjG[i, j ] over j changed after AdjG[1, 3] and
AdjG[2, 5] are fixed (earlier it was 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 4, then it became 1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 6).
The final branching of this phase is done for AdjG[3, 4]:
Level 14 AdjG[3, 4] = 1 or AdjG[3, 4] = 0
and the left-branch is followed, completing phase 4.
5.5. Search phase 5
As briefly discussed earlier, the purpose of this phase is to determine a single maximum
matching for the complexity graph of the network generated by the end of the previous
phase. In doing this, we make use of the fact that maximum matching in a bipartite graph
can be solved as a maximum flow problem. Recall that Constraints C 15, C 16 and C 17
were included in the model for this purpose.
If the matching of an arc (MatchC[i, j ]) is already fixed to 1, the upper and lower
bounds on the flow of that arc (Ub[i, j ], Lb[i, j ]) are set to 1, if MatchC[i, j ] is fixed to 0,
then the they are set to 0. If MatchC[i, j ] is not fixed then Lb[i, j ] is set to 0 and Ub[i, j ]
is set to 1. For the example, Ub[i, j ] and Lb[i, j ] were fixed as shown in Table 2, which
shows that only the edges (2, 4), (2, 5), (3, 4) and (3, 5) could be matched.
In case the solution of the maximum flow problem has alternative optima, the maximi-
zation subproblem is followed by a simple search tree which fixes the remaining entries of
MatchC[i, j ] that are not fixed, and since the entire phase 5 is within a once statement (a
feature of OPL), the search stops as soon as all the entries of MatchC are fixed, yielding a
single solution.
For the example of Fig. 7, the maximum flow solution does not fix any of the edges,
and then the search tree first fixes MatchC[2, 4] to 1 and then the search stops with a
feasible solution (since once MatchC[2, 4] is fixed to 1, the only feasible solution is to fix
MatchC[3, 5] to 1).
The resultant solution is shown in Fig. 14.
Table 2
Upper and lower bound for the LP formulation
(i, j) (2, 3) (2, 4) (2, 5) (3, 3) (3, 4) (3, 5) (4, 3) (4, 4) (4, 5)
Ub[i, j ] 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
Lb[i, j ] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fig. 14. Characteristics of the first st-dag generated for n = 6, CI = 2, CNC = 2 ± 0.5.
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6. Computational results
The computational tests of the procedure that was implemented in ILOG OPL and run
on a SUN ULTRA SPARC 140 workstation with 143 MHz processor, 1 GB RAM and
SUNOS 5.5 operating system, were done in two stages. In the first stage relatively small
st-dags with 7 nodes were generated in order to compare complete and incomplete search
strategies and to answer some other basic questions about the performance of the proce-
dure. Then, in the second stage, st-dags with 17 nodes were generated in order to test the
performance of the search procedure for a more challenging case and to create a test-bed
for the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem (cp. [7]).
6.1. Small instances
First of all, a complete search version of the algorithm was used to generate st-dags
with n = 7. Since the two key inputs are CNC and CI, the results are reported in a matrix
format in Table 3. For n = 7, maximum CNC equals 3, and maximum CI equals 4, so
we report the results in a three-by-four matrix. Each “cell” of the matrix corresponds to
a single run of the algorithm. Note that, in the constraint set plus or minus 0.5 variation
is allowed around the CNC values stated in the table, so the 3676 instances reported for
CNC equals 1 and CI equals 0, actually have CNC values between 0.5 and 1.5. It is also
important to note that since the search algorithm does not have any random components,
the same set of instances would be generated if there runs were repeated. The entries at
each cell of the matrix are, from top to bottom, (1) the number of st-dags generated, (2)
the total CPU seconds used, and (3) CPU seconds required for the first st-dag. A limit of
10,000 instances was imposed on the number of instances generated for each setting of
CNC and CI, since an attempt to generate all the instances for CNC = 2 and CI = 1
failed after 22,326 instances and 4762.17 CPU seconds by OPL giving an “out of memory
segments” error.
The results in Table 3 are obtained by the reduced constraint set which does not in-
clude the redundant constraints. Test runs done to see the effects of including these redun-
dant constraints revealed that their inclusion in the model does not improve the run-time
performance of the procedure. The reason for this could be the overhead caused by the
management of a larger number of constraints. However, as discussed later in this section,
Table 3
Results (number of instances, total time, time for first instance) for n = 7 with complete search
CNC CI
0 1 2 3 4
1 3676 10,000 3456 60 0
349.43 1716.45 1807.80 477.90
0.24 0.24 0.97 0.69
2 672 10,000 10,000 10,000 2994
128.32 1731.40 1227.82 859.14 235.98
1.95 0.26 1.07 0.29 0.24
3 0 0 13 757 352
527.78 253.18 32.63
231.42 0.27 0.25
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for generating st-dags with n = 17, including the redundant constraints did improve the
run-time performance.
The results in Table 3 show that there is no st-dag for certain combinations of (CNC,
CI), specifically, (3, 0), (3, 1) and (1, 4). In all three cases, the search procedure verified
the lack of any instance in a fraction of a second (unfortunately, OPL does not have a means
of reporting CPU time when no solution is found). The lack of any st-dags in the lower-
left corner of the matrix can be explained intuitively as follows. Consider the case when
CNC is at its maximum possible value, namely 3. This would result in a very dense st-dag,
yielding, for most nodes, an immediate dominator of 1 and immediate reverse dominator of
n. This, combined with a dense transitive adjacency matrix would yield a dense complexity
graph for which it would not be possible to have a small maximum matching (thus a small
CI ). A similar argument can be given for the case of CNC = 4 and CI = 1.
Furthermore, we observe that for (CNC,CI) = (3, 2) it took 231.42 seconds to find the
first st-dag. This shows the heuristic nature of the search; clearly a lot of time was spent in
the wrong part of the search space. A fact contributing to this is that the total number of
st-dags with the required characteristics is only 13 (out of tens of thousands of st-dags with
n = 7). On the other hand, for almost all other CNC, CI settings, the initial st-dag was
obtained in a fraction of a second, showing that the search procedure does quickly find the
right part of the search space in most of the cases.
The fact that there is significant difference between the number of st-dags that exist for
each CNC,CI pair also tells us that a purely randomized method of generating instances
would most probably not generate an instance from each CNC,CI pair. For instance for
CNC = 1, assuming all instances are equally likely to be generated, the probability of
generating an instance with CI = 3 would be considerably less than 0.3% (60/17192).
In order to gain better insight into the performance of the search we can analyze the CPU
times between consecutive instances generated, which we will refer to as the time profile
of the search. Sometimes such times could be very long, signaling significant backtracking
required to move to a different part of the search space. We will refer to a CPU time
between two consecutive instances that is longer than 10 seconds as a “jump” in the time
profile. Frequency and length of these jumps give us information about how well the search
is targeted to a fruitful part of the search space and the number of “similar” instances
(clusters of st-dags) in the search space.
Specifically, we have looked into the time-profile for different CI values given a CNC
of 1. For CI = 0, no jumps were observed in the time-profile; all 3676 instances were
generated without any major backtracking.
On the other hand, there are 13 jumps in the time profile for CI = 1 (see Fig. 15). There
are several important observations one can make from this time-profile. Firstly, note that
the first jump occurs after about 25% of the instances are generated. This is by far the
largest number of instances before a jump, which clearly shows that the search reached a
large neighborhood of instances very quickly. Secondly, we observe that very few instances
are generated after some of the jumps (e.g. only 10 st-dags generated between jumps 10
and 11).
The time-profile for CI = 2 is significantly different from the previous one. We observe
a lot more jumps and there is no jump before which a majority of the instances are found. In
other words, the instances are more or less evenly distributed throughout the search space.
Although one cannot claim that the search started off at fruitful part of the search space
(the first three jumps yielded only 63, 55 and 30 instances) this clearly is less of an issue
here than it was for CI = 1.
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Fig. 15. Analysis of the jumps in the time profile (n = 7, CNC = 1).
Finally, the time-profile for CI = 3 the search started off in the right part of the search
space (almost half the instances obtained without a jump). However, jumps are significantly
longer than they were in the previous cases (only 60 instances in 477.9 seconds—see Table
3).
These results help us evaluate possible approaches to generate st-dags with larger num-
ber of nodes, which naturally would be much more difficult. The first approach would be to
put a time limit on the search. This would perform well in generating a large number of in-
stances for a case like n = 7, CNC = 1, CI = 1. However, there is one potential drawback
even in that case, and that is obtaining similar st-dags (ones that have the same dominator
trees and/or complexity graphs, e.g. see Fig. 6) from the same part of the search space.
The second approach would be to use an incomplete search in phase 4, where the st-dag
is fixed. This would work well for a case like CNC = 3, CI = 2, where the search starts
in a part of the search space that does not contain any solutions. This approach would move
on to different parts of the search space faster than the first approach. Furthermore, with
incomplete search, fewer st-dags would be generated for each given complexity graph and
dominator trees, providing a more varied set of instances.
In order to test the effect of using an incomplete search in phase 4, we used a fail-limit
of 3n2 in generating st-dags with n = 7, and the results are given in Table 4.
We observe that, compared to the 51,980 st-dags generated in the complete search (note
that the actual number of st-dags could be significantly larger than this due to the limit
of 10,000 imposed on the number of instances generated) 13,981 st-dags are generated
with the incomplete search. The total time required in the complete search was 9347.83
CPU seconds (0.18 second/instance) compared to a total of 6043.89 CPU seconds (0.43
second/instance) with the incomplete search. The increase in the per instance CPU time is
an expected consequence of the incomplete search procedure: many st-dags of the same
CNC and CI are in the same neighborhood defined by the removal of a few edges and
addition of a few, as in Fig. 6, which is done by phase 4 of the search. Thus once an
instance is generated it is quite typical to generate a large number of them without major
backtracking. A limit put on the number of “fails” in phase 4, forces the search to backtrack
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Table 4
Results (number of instances, total time, time for first instance) for n = 7 with incomplete search (fail-limit=3n2)
CNC CI
0 1 2 3 4
1 823 1529 644 22 0
93.73 1045.55 1372.96 339.78
0.27 0.27 1.12 0.79
2 333 1592 6787 1823 288
83.42 822.52 1261.69 333.71 22.68
2.06 0.27 1.15 0.27 0.25
3 0 0 9 58 73
504.03 142.44 8.57
230.20 0.32 0.24
to earlier phases prematurely before the neighborhood in phase 4 is completely searched.
This can clearly be seen by comparing the time-profiles given in Fig. 15. Specifically, for
n = 7, CNC = 1, CI = 1, using the incomplete search strategy increased the number of
jumps from 13 to 21 and the maximum jump length from 36.41 seconds to 112.44.
On the other hand, the results for CNC = 3, CI = 2 in Table 3 and Table 4 give us a
clue about the effects of using incomplete search for generating st-dags with much larger
n. In this case, the search clearly starts in a wrong part of the search space and spends a lot
of time to find the first instance. Since n is quite small, incomplete search does not have an
significant effect on the search time in phase 4. However, for a large n value, employing an
incomplete search strategy at phase 4 would significantly reduce the time required to find
the first instance.
6.2. Large instances
Thus, in the second part of our computational studies, in order to test the last claim
about the incomplete search strategy and also to generate a set of test instances for the
discrete time–cost tradeoff problem, we generated st-dags with 17 nodes. For an st-dag
with n = 17, maximum CI is 14 and maximum CNC is 8. As before, CNC was chosen
to be 0.5, resulting in eight targeted CNC values (1, . . . , 8). Thus, we could partition the
search for st-dags by an 14 × 8 CI–CNC matrix.
For each setting (cell of the CI–CNC matrix) generation of 12 networks was attempted
with a total time-limit of 1080 CPU seconds (an average of 90 seconds per instance).
Four different versions of the algorithm were used to generate st-dags with n = 17.
Firstly, complete search (‘CS’) was used. Then, the redundant constraints were removed
from the constraint set and the search procedure was run with this reduced set (‘CSRed’).
To test the effect of incomplete search, while using the full set of constraints, two different
fail-limits were used, namely n2 (‘IS1’) and 3n2 (‘IS3’). Aggregating the results of all
four search procedures, we see that at least one instance was found for 41 (CNC,CI)
settings.
Table 5 gives an overview of all the results obtained using these four versions of the
search algorithm. We see that both versions of incomplete search found at least one instance
in 38 settings whereas for complete search this number was only 30. On the other hand,
with IS3 all the attempted 12 instances were found for 32 settings compared to 28 for
IS1.
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Table 5
Results summary for n = 17
Number of (CNC,CI) settings for which Complete search Incomplete search
All No Red. fail-limit
Cnstr. Cnstr. n2 3n2
Found 12 instances 28 30 28 32
Found 12 instances in minimum time 26 0 4 4
Found <12 instances 2 4 10 6
Fig. 16. Performance characteristics of search strategies.
Fig. 16 compares the aggregate performance of the four search strategies. Time to First
column gives the CPU seconds taken to find the first instance averaged over all CNC,
CI settings. Average Time After First column gives total CPU seconds minus time to first
instance divided by the number of instances found, averaged over all CNC, CI settings.
Finally, the line graph gives the total number of instances generated by each search strategy.
We observe that IS3 was able to find the largest number of instances, although on the
average it took twice as much to find the first instance compared to CS. On the other hand,
CS was the fastest in finding the first instance but had the worst performance in terms of
number of instances found. For the complete search strategy (CS and CSRed), the average
search time per instance was lower than the one required by incomplete search. As was
pointed out in the discussion of the results obtained for n = 7, the reason for incomplete
search taking more time than complete search is the forced backtracking caused by incom-
plete search. Furthermore, comparing CS and CSRed, we see that having the redundant
constraints in the complete search strategy did have a positive impact on the time to find the
first instance, although CSRed generated more instances. Comparing CSRed and IS3, we
observe that IS3 generated more instances, finding the first instance sooner, while taking
slightly more time to find the remaining instances. Hence, for the purposes of finding a
large number of instances over a wide range of CNC and CI values IS3 seems to give the
best performance.
It is also informative to see the distribution of the number of instances generated over
the entire range of CNC and CI. Table 6 gives these for IS3, since it is the strategy that
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Table 6
Distribution of the number of instances generated by IS3
CI CNC Total
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 12 12 24
1 12 12
2 12 12
3 12 7 19
4 2 12 14
5 12 12
6 12 3 15
7 12 12 24
8 3 12 15
10 12 12 24
11 12 12 12 3 39
12 12 12 12 1 37
13 12 12 12 12 12 12 72
14 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 84
Total 50 106 75 60 39 24 25 24
gives the largest total number of instances generated and also the general pattern is the
same for all the strategies. We observe that the search has the most success for large CI
values. As was the case for n = 7, we see that with large CNC values we can not get
st-dags with small CI. On the other hand, instances were generated for the entire ranges
of CNC and CI. This is particularly useful for researchers who would like to have access
to st-dag instances spanning the whole range of these parameters. It is also interesting to
note that for CNC of 2, st-dags with CI ranging from 0 to 14 were generated. With neither
a very sparse or a dense st-dag it seems to be possible to generate instances from the full
range of CI values (we can only speculate that IS3’s failure to find instances with CI
values of 1, 2, 9, 12 and 13 is due to it being a heuristic).
Since a potentially critical setting of the search algorithm is designating the complexity
graph to be sparse or not, sensitivity analysis was performed on this as follows: Using Con-
straint C 1, adjacency matrix of the complexity graph is designated as sparse for settings
of CI greater than or equal to 10 when n = 17. Since maximum CI is 14, a more crude
rule would be to set the matrix to be sparse if CI > 14/2. Attempts to generate instances
using complete search with this new rule for CI = 8, 9 and CNC = 2, 3, 4 failed to find
any instances, therefore the original rule was used in all other runs.
Finally, it should be added that due to the combinatorial nature of the search and due
to the fact that the sizes of the matrices and arrays depend on the number of nodes in the
network, 17 is the largest number of nodes for which the algorithm provided solutions for
the entire range of CNC and CI.
7. Conclusions
In this research a constraint logic programming approach (using OPL) was developed to
generate st-dags with given complexity index, CI and coefficient of network complexity,
CNC. The model has essentially two independent parts, the constraint set and the search
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procedure. Hence, it is as simple as adding additional constraints to require additional
characteristics for the st-dags generated. For instance, for project networks a common
requirement for network instances is to have pre-specified number of start and finish ac-
tivities, which can easily be achieved by our model. Therefore, the approach developed in
this research is the most flexible method of generating st-dags with certain characteristics.
Although it cannot be guaranteed that there are no st-dags for the CNC,CI settings
where the algorithm failed to find any instance for n = 17, the results provide a wide
variety of st-dags from a large range of CNC and CI values. For instance, st-dags were
obtained for almost the full range of CI values for CNC = 2. Similarly, st-dags were
obtained for the full range of CNC values (2, . . . , 8) for CI = 14. By using such var-
ied instances over a larger range of number of nodes, n, researchers who are interested
in testing their algorithms’ sensitivity to CI and CNC could perform effective experi-
ments.
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Appendix A. Pseudo-code for the search algorithm
Before we present the pseudo-code for the search algorithm, we will define some OPL-
specific statements used in the pseudo-code.
First of all, note that comments are entered following ‘//’ and all OPL-statements are
in typewriter font. Recall that try a|b endtry statement describes branching first on to
expression a and then to b. That is, two branches are created in the search tree. On the other
hand, tryall statement creates multiple branches. bound V returns true if the variable V
(if V is an array, all elements of the array) is assigned a value at that point of the search
tree. once statement specifies that the search process within that statement should stop as
soon as one solution is found. dmin and dmax give the minimum and maximum values
in the domain of the variable at the current state of the search. dsize gives the size of
the domain. A bound (i.e. fixed) variable has a domain size of 1. Finally, let, statement is
used to assign a variable a certain value, so that the variable used in the branching command
within the let statement has the same value on all the branches at that node of the search
tree.
PHASE I
if SparseC=1 then {
forall (i in {1, . . . , n}) {
if (1 < i  n/2) then {
// Out-degree of nodes of C should be low
if (not bound(OutDegC[i])∧ dsize(OutDegC[i]) > n/2) then
let mid = (dmin(OutDegC[i])+dmax(OutDegC[i]))/2 in
try OutDegC[i]  mid|OutDegC[i] > mid endtry
endif;
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// dominators of i should be close to i so that AdjC is sparse
if (not bound(ImR[i])) then
let mid = (dmin(ImR[i]) + dmax(ImR[i]))/2 in
try ImR[i]  mid|ImR[i] > mid endtry
endif;
} endif;
if (n > i > n/2) then {
// In-degree of nodes of C should be low
if (not bound(InDegC[i]) ∧ dsize(InDegC[i]) > n/2) then
let mid = (dmin(InDegC[i]) + dmax(InDegC[i]))/2 in
try InDegC[i]  mid|InDegC[i] > mid endtry
endif;
// dominators of i should be close to i so that AdjC is sparse
if (not bound(ImD[i])) then
let mid = (dmin(ImD[i]) + dmax(ImD[i]))/2 in
try ImD[i]  mid|ImD[i] < mid endtry
endif;
} endif;
}; // end of forall i
} endif;
if SparseC=0 then {
forall (i in {1, . . . , }) {
if (1 < i  n/2) then {
// Out-degree of nodes of C should be large
if (not bound(OutDegC[i]) ∧ dsize(OutDegC[i]) > n/2) then
let mid = (dmin(OutDegC[i]) + dmax(OutDegC[i]))/2 in
try OutDegC[i]  mid|OutDegC[i] < mid endtry
endif;
// dominators of i should be far from i so that AdjC is not sparse
if (not bound(ImR[i])) then
let mid = (dmin(ImR[i]) + dmax(ImR[i]))/2 in
try ImR[i]  mid|ImR[i] < mid endtry
endif;
} endif;
if (n > i > n/2) then {
// In-degree of nodes of C should be large
if (not bound(InDegC[i]) ∧ dsize(InDegC[i]) > n/2) then
let mid = (dmin(InDegC[i]) + dmax(InDegC[i]))/2 in
try InDegC[i]  mid|InDegC[i] < mid endtry
endif;
// dominators of i should be far from i so that AdjC is not sparse
if (not bound(ImD[i])) then
let mid = (dmin(ImD[i]) + dmax(ImD[i]))/2 in
try ImD[i]  mid|ImD[i] > mid endtry
endif;
} endif;
}; // end of forall i
} endif;
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PHASE II
if SparseC=1 then {
// Fix ImD[i] so that it is close to i
forall (i in {2, . . . , n} ordered by increasing dsize(ImD[i]))
if (1 < dsize(ImD[i]) < n/4) then
tryall (v in {1, . . . , n} ordered by decreasing v)
ImD[i] = v
endif;
// Fix ImR[i] so that it is close to i
forall (i in {1, . . . , (n − 1)} ordered by increasing dsize(ImR[i]))
if (1 < dsize(ImR[i]) < n/4) then
tryall (vin{1, . . . , n} : dmin(ImR[i])  v  dmax(ImR[i]))
ImR[i] = v
endif;
}else
{
// Fix ImD[i] so that it is far from i
forall (i in {2, . . . , n} ordered by increasing dsize(ImD[i]))
if (1 < dsize(ImD[i]) < n/4) then
tryall (v in {1, . . . , n} : dmin(ImD[i])  v  dmax(ImD[i]))
ImD[i] = v
endif;
// Fix ImR[i] so that it is far from i
forall (i in {1, . . . , (n − 1)} ordered by increasing dsize(ImR[i]))
if (1 < dsize(ImR[i]) < n/4) then
tryall (v in {1, . . . , n} ordered by decreasing v)
ImR[i] = v
endif;
}endif;
PHASE III
forall (i in {1, . . . , n} ordered by increasing dsize(OutDegG[i]))
if (not bound(OutDegG[i]) ∧ dsize(OutDegG[i]) > n/2) then
let mid = (dmin(OutDegG[i]) + dmax(OutDegG[i]))/2 in
if SparseG = 1 then
try OutDegG[i]  mid|OutDegG[i] > mid endtry
else
try OutDegG[i] > mid|OutDegG[i]  mid endtry
endif
endif;
forall (i in {1, . . . , n} ordered by increasing dsize(InDegG[i]))
if (not bound(InDegG[i]) ∧ dsize(InDegG[i]) > n/2) then
let mid = (dmin(InDegG[i]) + dmax(InDegG[i]))/2 in
if SparseG = 1 then
try InDegG[i]  mid|InDegG[i] > mid endtry
else
try InDegG[i] > mid|InDegG[i]  mid endtry
endif
endif;
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PHASE IV
failLimit(k ∗ n2) {
forall (i in {1, . . . , n} ordered by increasing dsize(OutDegG[i]))
forall (j in {1, . . . , n} ordered by increasing dsize(InDegG[j ]))
if (not bound(AdjG[i, j ])) then
// dynamically check how far from the target CNC the current bindings are
if (
∑
(i,j :bound(AdjG[i,j ])) AdjG[i, j ] >
(
∑
(i,j :j>i∧bound(AdjG[i,j ])) 1) ∗ CNC ∗ n/AdjSizeG) then
try AdjG[i, j ] = 0|AdjG[i, j ] = 1 endtry
else
try AdjG[i, j ] = 1|AdjG[i, j ] = 0 endtry
endif
endif;
}; // end of fail limit
PHASE V
once {
maximize (
∑
(i∈Lc,j∈Rc) Flow[i, j ]) {
forall(i ∈ Lc)
forall (j ∈ Rc)
if bound(MatchC[i, j ]) then
if MatchC[i, j ] = 1 then {
try Ub[i, j ] = 1 endtry;
try Lb[i, j ] = 1 endtry;
}
else {
try Ub[i, j ] = 0 endtry;
try Lb[i, j ] = 0 endtry;
} endif
else {
try Ub[i, j ] = 1 endtry;
try Lb[i, j ] = 0 endtry;
} endif;
}; // end of maximization subproblem
forall (i ∈ Lc)
forall (j ∈ Rc : j > i)
if not bound(MatchC[i, j ]) then
try MatchC[i, j ] = 1|MatchC[i, j ] = 0 endtry
endif;
}; // end of once
}; // end of search
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